
My LEARNING CHALLENGES and skills to practise this Autumn term in Year 5. 
Core skills this term to catch me doing well Please upload onto Seesaw your weekly homework task. You will receive dojos for 

completing this each week. Any homework linked to the learning challenges will be also set on Seesaw.  

Reading 

Challenges  

                            

 

Social and Collaboration    This means relating to others; taking an 

active part in a group; negotiating and resolving differences; 

supporting the learning of others; understanding and predicating 

the feelings of others; modifying one's own responses; managing 

own feelings; self-awareness 

 

Embrace Challenge  This means having a go at something that needs 

great mental or physical effort in order to be done successfully and 

therefore tests our ability. Children will be taught about having a 

growth mind-set and will know that mistakes are part of learning. 

 

History and Geography Learning Challenges 

The story of the Trojan Horse: historical fact, legend or classical myth. 
The story of The Trojan Horse – myth, legend or true story?                                                             

What did the Greeks do for us? The Ancient Greeks and what did we learn from them: 

democracy, Olympics, architecture, language, inventions, myths? 

How do volcanoes affect the lives of people on Hiemaey? Identify and locate the 

countries of Europe including capital cities on physical maps. Recognise, describe and explain 

the key human and geographical features of the Westman Islands region of Iceland and the 

island of Hiemaey and compare with our local area. Evaluate the benefits and drawbacks of 

living near an active volcano. 

 
 

Science  

The Earth and beyond – 
Earths’ place in space 

and its relationship with 

other planets. 

Materials – Identify, 

compare and classify 

materials according to 

their properties. 

RE                                                                    
Why do some people believe God exists? 

What is it like to be a Muslim in Britain today? 

Mathematics 

Place Value  

Roman Numerals 

Rounding 

Addition and subtraction 

Statistics  

Multiplications and 

division 

Measurements 

Personal, Social, Health and Relationships 

Keeping healthy – five ways to wellbeing. 

Difference and diversity 

Additional Learning Challenges this term  

PSHR - Mental Health Champion training 

Music – Class performance for the Christmas 

production. Young Voices Choir. 

Science: Rolls Royce visit - KNEX 

 

ANCIENT GREEKS HOME LEARNING 

CHALLENGE 

What did the ancient Greeks do for us? (See 

Seesaw activity) 

 

 

 

 


